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Introduction

Essentially any process in physics can be described as a sequence of physical
states of the system in question, indexed by times. Some such processes, even
at the macroscopic, everyday level, do not appear in themselves to pick out any
difference between past and future: the sequence run backwards is as legitimate
a physical process as the original. Consider, for instance,a highly elastic ball
bouncing back and forth, or the orbits of the planets. If these processes — in
isolation — were filmed and played to an audience both forwards and backwards,
there would be no way for the audience to know which was which.
But most physical processes are not like that. The decay of radioactive
elements, the melting of ice in a glass of water, the emission of light by a hot
object, the slowing down by friction of a moving object, nuclear or chemical
reactions . . . each of these processes seems to have a direction to it. None of
them, run backwards, is a physical process that we observe in nature; any of
them, if filmed and played backwards, could easily be identified as incorrect.1
In the standard terminology, these processes define arrows of time.
So: some physical processes are undirected in time, but most are directed.
So what? The problem is that among the physical processes that seem to be
undirected in time (at least, so it seems) are essentially all the processes that
govern fundamental physics. Yet we have strong reasons to think that the
equations that govern larger-scale physical processes are somehow derivative
on, or determined by, those that govern fundamental physics. So we have a
puzzle at least, a paradox at worst: if there is no fundamental directedness in
fundamental physics, how does it come to be present in other areas of physics?
The purpose of this essay is first to sharpen and make more precise this dilemma,
and then to review the main strategies for solving or dissolving it.
Many processes beyond physics are also directed. Indeed, virtually every
process studied in any science other than physics defines an arrow of time —
to say nothing for the directedness of the processes of causation, inference,
memory, control, counterfactual dependence and the like that occur in everyday
1 And indeed, even our examples of everyday processes without a direction of time actually
experience small asymmetric effects — friction, emission of gravitational radiation, etc, — so
that sufficiently careful observation would pick out a direction of time there too.
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life. But for reasons of space and of clarity, I confine my attention here to the
arrow of time as it occurs in physics. (For broader accounts, see (e.g.) Albert
(2000), Price and Weslake (2009), Price (1996), Callender (2011), and references
therein). For similar reasons, I set aside the metaphysical question of whether
time itself has some intrinsic directedness, given (say) by some flow of time, and
whether this could in any way influence our understanding of the direction of
time in physics. (See Maudlin (2007, ch.4) for considerations along these lines.)
My question is more modest but perhaps thereby more manageable: can we
understand the directedness of time within physics using only resources that
are themselves from physics?
The structure is as follows. In section 2 I briefly discuss those features of
microscopic physics which seem to conflict with time asymmetry. In section 3
I explain just how this conflict plays out in the important context of thermodynamics and statistical mechanics. In section 4 I review the main strategies
available for resolving the conflict between reversible microdynamics and irreversible macrodynamics, working within the context of the quantitative, timeirreversible evolution laws that seem to apply to large-scale phenomena. In
section 5 I broaden the discussion to cover other arrows of time within physics.
Most of the physics I discuss is standard textbook fare; where this is so, I make
no attempt to provide detailed references.
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Features of underlying microphysics: reversal
and recurrence

Many physical theories of the microscopic world have at various points been
advanced. No such theory is currently believed by physicists to be true; the
closest we have to one is the Standard Model of particle physics, which is inadequate in (at least) the gravitational domain. And in fact, when studying (say)
melting ice, or friction, it is rare in the extreme to use the Standard Model,
mostly because of its complexity; a variety of simpler microscopic models are
normally used.
All such models in contemporary physics, however, fall under two frameworks: they are examples either of classical, or of quantum, mechanics, with
the former framework generally regarded (by physicists, at any rate) as relevant only because it approximates the latter in certain circumstances. And in
either framework, the particular physical theory can be discussed in very abstract terms: by specifying a state space’ of possible states of the system at a
given time, and an evolution law, which constrains the system’s future and past
states given its present state. In the classical case, the intepretation of the state
space is unproblematic and uncontroversial. We can do classical mechanics on
phase space, in which case the individual states unambiguously represent possible physical states of the system; or we can do it on the space of distributions
over phase space, in which case the individual states unambiguously represent
probability distributions over possible physical states of the system. In quantum
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mechanics, things are not so simple due to the infamous quantum measurement
problem: the quantum state appears to behave for some purposes like a physical
state, for others like a probability distribution over such states.2 (I return to
this issue later.)
But for our purposes, the interpretation of the state space can be set aside
for now. The microphysics, stated in this abstract way — and quite independent
of the interpretation of the state — has in general three properties that will be
crucial to my discussion.

Invertibility
In both classical and quantum mechanics, the evolution law takes the form of a
first-order differential equation (called Hamilton’s equation in the classical case,
Schrödinger’s equation in the quantum). It is a characteristic property of such
equations that the present state of the system completely determines both its
past and future states, for all times. Leaving aside certain singularities that can
occur in classical physics, this is a universal feature of the dynamical systems
we will be considering.

Time reversal
There is a one-to-one map — T , the time reversal map — of states to states
such that
(i) if f (t) is a continuous sequence of states (one for each time t ∈ (−∞, ∞))
satisfying the dynamical equations of the theory (and so determining a
possible history of the system being studied), then so is T f (−t).
(ii) T leaves alone the “macroscopically relevant” properties, so that T x has
the same macro-level characterisation as x.
Time reversal captures the sense in which a dynamically possible process, run
backwards in some appropriate sense, is itself dynamically possible.
The second condition is admittedly a little vague. It would be straightforward to interpret in certain (so-called second-order ) formulations of classical
mechanics, in which a system’s state and the rate of change of that state are
required to determine its past and future evolution: in that formalism, in general T acts trivially, and it is literally true that if f (t) is a possible sequence of
states, so is f (−t). But in the first-order formalism we are adopting, it is easy
to show that this strong form of time reversal is only possible if the dynamics
are trivial, with f (t) =constant. Furthermore, in quantum theory there does
not appear to be a natural second-order formulation. For that reason, Albert
(2000, ch.1) has argued that most physical theories are not truly “time-reversalinvariant” (to use the physicists’ phrase); his remarks have sparked considerable
2 This is a slightly heterodox way of expressing the quantum measurement problem; for a
defence and exposition, see Wallace (2011).
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discussion (see inter alia Earman (), Arntzenius and Greaves (2009), Callender
(2000), and Malament (2004)).
For the purposes of understanding the arrow of time, however, this is all
a red herring (as Albert himself freely acknowledges). For most theories of
relevance to us, we can find a time reversal operator in the above sense which
leaves invariant a system’s energy, pressure, mass density, and essentially every
other property of relevance to macroscopic, observable properties of a system. I
will say that systems like this have the time reversal property, leaving to others
the question of whether that is “true” time reversal invariance.
I said previously “most” theories have the time reversal property; are there
exceptions? Within contemporary quantum theory, the full Standard Model
very nearly has the property; that is, it has the property if we neglect certain
extremely weak interactions between quarks and leptons. Furthermore, even
the full standard model does have an operator — the CPT 3 symmetry operator
— which satisfies condition (i) of time reversal, but does so at the cost of transforming particles to their antiparticles and carrying out a mirror reflection on
those particles (turning left-handed gloves into right-handed ones, and so forth).
Whether this CPT transformation satisfies (ii) — whether it leaves “macroscopically relevant” properties invariant — is somewhat context-dependent, and in
particular depends upon whether the system in question is interacting with an
environment. (A box full of anti-hydrogen gas has the same pressure, density,
energy distributions as an equivalent box of hydrogen gas, but heaven help the
surrounding landscape if the box contains antiparticles but its surroundings are
made of “normal” particles.)

Recurrence
A system exhibits recurrence if a given state, if left to evolve under the dynamics
for a sufficiently long time, returns to its original state (or more precisely, to a
state arbitrarily close to its original state). It is a rather striking fact about both
classical and quantum physics that, under reasonable conditions, recurrence
(or something close to it) can be proved to occur. Specifically, in quantum
physics,any system confined to a finite volume of physical space will undergo
recurrence. The precise statement in classical physics is a little more complicated
(see, e.g. , Albert (2000) or Sklar (1993) for discussion), but essentially the same
is true (in any case, classical mechanics is of interest to us in underpinning
observed phenomena only insofar as it is a good approximation to quantum
mechanics.)
Recurrence is a very striking feature of classical and quantum mechanics,
but three points should be stressed:
(i) The timescales on which recurrence occurs are incredibly long for macroscopic systems. Very crudely, recurrence happens because a system just
runs out of distinct places in phase space to explore, and so has to revisit
3 CPT,

for Charge, Parity, Time. Also known as the PCT symmetry, the TCP symmetry,

etc.
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old haunts. But for macroscopically large systems, there are extraordinarily many places to try exploring first. The recurrence timescale for a gas
23
of ∼ 1023 particles is approximately 1010 , a time absurdly longer than
4
the age of the universe.
(ii) Recurrence is a property of the mathematical framework we use to describe
isolated physical systems, but we should not expect it to apply to any real
physical system in the universe. The reason is simply that the recurrence
timescales are so long as to exceed any reasonable timescale on which the
system can be expected to behave as if isolated.
(iii) We have no solid reason to think that the universe as a whole will undergo
recurrence. In classical cosmology, the theory used to describe the largescale features of the universe is general relativity, a theory which does
not have recurrence as a property (basically because of the formation of
singularities; see the appendix of Tipler (1994) for further discussion). In
the absence of a fully worked out quantum theory of gravity, it is an open
question whether we should expect recurrence in that theory.
So much for microphysics. We now turn to the derived theories of large(r)scale physics, to see just how their properties (appear to) clash with what we
have discussed above.

3

Irreversibility of macrophysics

There are two general kinds of irreversibility in physics: qualitative principles that are time-asymmetric, and quantitative dynamical laws that are timeasymmetric; I discuss both in turn.
Beginning with the qualitative principles, by far the most important are the
principles of thermodynamics, the 19th-century theory that is still a key part
of contemporary physics , chemistry, and engineering. Very loosely speaking,
thermodynamics makes two main sets of predictions:
1. Large-scale systems, left to themselves, evolve into an “equilibrium” state
characterised only by the system’s conserved quantities and externally
imposed parameters, and stay there. A litre of gas, for instance, in general
requires ∼ 1027 real numbers to describe its state, because we need to
specify the position and velocity of every single particle. Thermodynamics
predicts that the gas will evolve into an equilibrium state characterised
uniquely by its total energy and the volume of the box in which it is
confined.
4 What are the units? Nanoseconds. Or possibly, millenia. It doesn’t matter. Suppose
23
we want to convert 1010 nanoseconds into millenia. There are ∼ 1020 nanoseconds in a
23
23
millenium, so we need to divide by 1020 . But 1010 /1020 is 1010 −20 , and 1023 − 20 is as
23
close to 10 as makes no odds. This should give some impression of how ridiculously big the
recurrence timescale really is.
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2. Two such systems at equilibrium, allowed to interact, move into a joint
equilibrium state; the reverse of this process does not spontaneously occur.
We can now see that thermodynamics appears to be in sharp conflict with
the underlying microphysics: to be precise, it clashes both with time reversal,
and with recurrence.
Conflict with reversal: according to thermodynamics, every state evolves to
equilibrium. But if f (t) is a sequence of states evolving to equilbrium that
satisfies the evolution laws of the underlying physical system, then there is
a sequence T f (−t) that also satisfies those laws. And since f (t) and T f (t)
are macroscopically indistinguishable, this sequence is evolving away from
equilibrium. So it cannot be true that all states evolve to equilibrium and
stay there.
Conflict with recurrence: Thermodynamic systems are normally confined to
finite volumes; therefore, we would expect that their underlying dynamics
undergoes recurrence. But in that case, it cannot be true that any system
not already at equilibrium evolves to equilibrium and stays there forever:
eventually, that system must return arbitrarily close to its initial, nonequilibrium, state. Recall, though, that the recurrence timescale is very
long indeed, longer by far than the timescales on which thermodynamics is
applied, and that there is in any case no physical prospect of a macroscopic
system undergoing recurrence. The real significance of recurrence is this:
there can be no valid mathematical derivation of the principle of approach
to equilibrium that presupposes that the underlying dynamics are of a sort
to produce recurrence.
However, in this part of the discussion my main focus is on the quantitative
equations of macrophysics. Here it will be useful to consider a specific example
(not often discussed in philosophy of statistical mechanics): the Pauli master
equation. The Pauli equation5 is applicable to quantum-mechanical systems
where there is some small interaction that perturbs the otherwise interactionfree dynamics. In the absence of that interaction, the system can exist in any
of a number of states of definite energy (labelled by some parameter k), or in
quantum-mechanical superpositions thereof; the interaction permits transitions
between such states.
The Pauli equation is a probability equation: it governs the evolution of
the quantities ρk (t), each of which is the probability of finding the system in
energy state k at time t (the interpretation of this probability depends on one’s
preferred approach to quantum mechanics). The equation itself is
X
d
ρk (t) =
A(k → l)(ρl (t) − ρk (t))
dt

(1)

l6=k

5 Not to be confused with the Schrödinger-Pauli equation that governs nonrelativistic particles with spin, interacting with a magnetic field.
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where A(k → l) = 0 unless states k and l have (very nearly) the same energy (according to the unperturbed dynamics). It has a reasonably intuitive
interpretation: A(k → l) indicates the transition probability per unit time of
a transition between state k and state l; the probability in some small time
of the system leaving state k and ending up in state l is proportional to this
transition probability times the probability of it being in state k in the first
place; the probability of it leaving state l and ending up in state k is similarly
proportional to this transition probability (assuming the probability is the same
in both directions), times the probability of it being in state l in the first place.
Combining these, and summing over all states l, we get the Pauli equation.
It is widely and successfully used in physics, notably in the theory of atomic
energy-level transitions.
The Pauli equation has an equilibrium state, or, more properly: an equilibrium probability distribution: if there are N energy states all with the same
energy, then the probability distribution ρl (t) = 1/N is a solution to the equation. Furthermore, for generic values of A (specifically, for any choice of A such
that A(k → l) is never exactly zero for states of the same energy), arbitrary
probability distributions converge on this solution. So, for a system governed
by the Pauli equation, no matter what the appropriate probability distribution
is at early times, at sufficiently late times it will be given, near enough by this
steady-state distribution. In classical terms (which are slightly dubious in this
quantum example): whatever energy state the system starts in, if we wait sufficiently long it will be equally likely to be found (according to the Pauli equation)
in any state of the same energy. In quantum terms: if we prepare the system in
any quantum state of definite unperturbed energy, it will in due course evolve
(according to the Pauli equation) into a state which assigns equal probability
to each eigenstate of unperturbed energy of the same energy eigenvalue.
This seems to mesh quite naturally with thermodynamic concepts of equilibrium.6 , but it is once again in direct conflict with the microdynamics. The
microdynamics ought to obey time reversal, in which case for every state that
will evolve to the steady-state distribution, there should be one that evolves
away from it — but the approach to steady state of the Pauli equation is universal. And the microdynamics ought to obey recurrence, in which case with
probability 1 any probability distribution ought to reconstitute itself — but
the Pauli equation dictates that the steady-state probability distribution, once
reached, is never left.
The Pauli equation is just one example of a very wide class of such irreversible
equations; there are equations governing dissipation, quantum decoherence, radiative transitions and radioactive decay, nuclear and chemical reactions, and
gas kinetics.7 Typically, they are equations for the evolution of a certain subset
6 Whether

it does mesh is highly controversial, and turns on the choice between “Gibbsian”
and “Boltzmannian” conceptions of equilibrium; this issue lies beyond the scope of this article.
See Frigg (2007), Albert (2000), or Sklar (1993) for further discussion.
7 Traditionally, one particular subclass of such equations — those governing classical electromagnetic radiation — are singled out and used to define a radiation arrow of time, to be
regarded as distinct from the thermodynamical/statistical-mechanical arrow of time discussed
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of the features of the overall system’s state (in the Pauli equation, for instance,
the probability distribution over states of definite unperturbed energy is tracked,
but the terms that indicate quantum interference are ignored). In each case the
same story plays out: these equations typically have attractor states (normally,
attractor probability distributions) such that arbitrary initial conditions evolve
towards those attractors.
In each case, then, the conflict with microdynamics persists.
But there is a crucial extra part of the story, not emphasised enough. These
equations are highly successful at describing the phenomena. But in general they
are not first formulated from observations of the phenomena. Instead, they are
typically “derived” from the very microphysics with which they conflict. In the
case of the Pauli equation, for instance, we can give an explicit formula for the
transition probabilities A(k → l) in terms of the underlying quantum physics.8
How can this be? Of course, the supposed “derivations” are not literally
such. Typically they have a very standard form.9 Recall that each such equation tracks the evolution of only a subset of the total information specifying the
system. We can think of a state of the system as decomposed into “relevant” degrees of freedom, tracked by the macro-level equation, and “irrelevant” degrees
of freedom, ignored by that equation. (This terminology is due to Zwanzig
(1961).) We then select, for a given value of the relevant degrees of freedom
(written schematically as x) a state ρ(x), in which the irrelevant degrees of freedom have a particular form — normally, a combination of discarding quantum
entanglement and interference, and discarding classical correlation.10 We can
then define what Zwanzig calls the projection map on the space of states, which
takes a given state with relevant information x to the state ρ(x).
With this in hand, the “derivation” is now as follows:
1. Apply the projection map.
2. Evolve the system forward for a short time under the microdynamics.
3. Repeat.
It is fairly easy to see how this recipe could generate time-irreversible evolution,
and permit attractor states. It is equally easy to see that the assumption that
the true state evolves this way is in flat contradiction with the microdynamics.
It is not easy to see — but is no less true for that — that it nonetheless very
here. I am sceptical that this distinction marks anything fundamental (especially as many
of the cases I mention, including the Pauli equation, are not self-evidently thermodynamical,
but space does not allow for a more detailed discussion. See Frisch (2006), North (2003) (and
references therein) for more on the radiation arrow of time.
8 Specifically: A(k → l) = δ(E − E )(2π/h̄) hk| V
b |li, where the total-system Hamiltonian
k
l
b =H
b 0 + Vb and where we have chosen H
b 0 and Vb so that hk| Vb |ki = 0. (The formula
is H
holds strictly only in the limit of infinite volume; for large but finite volumes we replace the
delta function with a very sharply peaked function.)
9 For more detail, see Zeh (2007, ch.3) or Wallace (2010).
10 In the case of the Pauli equation, the state space is the space of mixed states, and the
projection map discards the off-diagonal elements of the state in the unperturbed-energy basis.
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reliably generates empirically adequate equations, when sufficient care is taken
in the choice of projection. (Quite how one makes that choice is an issue to
which I will return later.)
The message from this, I take it, is that it is insufficient for philosophers
of statistical mechanics to explain how macro-level irreversibility is compatible
with reversible microdynamics. They also need to explain the success of the
apparently-contradictory framework physicists use to derive— or, better, to
construct — irreversible macrodynamics from reversible underpinnings. I call
this the construction constraint; we shall see more of it below, as we turn to the
various strategies that have been advanced to resolve the apparent paradox.

4

Reconciling reversible and irreversible dynamics

As a matter of logic, if isolated systems confined to a finite volume display
both time reversal and recurrence, we cannot validly derive any claim to the
effect that such systems invariably display irreversible behaviour. The observed
irreversibility in Nature — and the success of the irreversible equations we use
to describe it — must therefore be for one (or more) of the following reasons:
(i) The systems in question cannot in fact be treated as isolated, finite-volume
systems
(ii) The correct microdynamics for the systems in question is not in fact timereversal-invariant and recurrent.
(iii) The observed behaviour is not in fact invariant, but requires additional
constraints on the initial (or final, or other) conditions of the system.
Each has been suggested; I will discuss each briefly below.

Real systems are not isolated and finite-volume?
We can dispense quickly with the possibility that allowing for infinite volumes
will be of help. It solves the recurrence issue (infinite-volume systems do not in
general experience recurrence) but has no effect at all on the reversibility issue.
(See Zeh (2007, p.91) for more on this point.)
The suggestion that real systems are not isolated at first sight looks more
attractive. To be sure, real systems are not isolated, and this actually matters
for the physics of those systems. In particular, even a very small interaction
with an external system can serve, in effect, to induce the kind of erasure of
entanglement and correlation that characterises the Zwanzig projection map.
Interaction with an external environment, then, appears to provide a mechanism
by which that map is physically implemented, justifying the construction of the
Pauli equation and its kin and satisfying the construction constraint.
Appearences, however, can be deceptive. “Interaction-based” solutions suffer
from three severe problems. Firstly, we can always expand the “system” to
9

include as much of its environment as we like. Of course, typically even this
larger super-system is not fully isolated from its environment, so we can play the
same trick again . . . and respond the same way again . . . and so on. Ultimately,
the issue turns on a key issue of quantum cosmology and the philosophy of
cosmology: whether or not it is legitimate to treat the Universe as a whole as a
physical system.11
Secondly, even if we allow environments that cannot simply be analysed as
systems themselves, it is in a sense cheating. To reproduce the required effects,
the environment’s effect on the system must be “random” or “uncontrolled” or
somesuch. But this is really a time-dependent notion: a series of interactions
with random noise is in general the time reverse of an exquisitely delicate set
of precisely aligned correlations. So by postulating that the environmental interaction has this form, we are postulating precisely what it is that we wish to
explain. (This is an example of what Price (1996) correctly identifies as a pervasive double standard in discussions of the direction of time: assumptions that
seem simple or reasonable or natural are often the time reverse of assumptions
that seem no such thing, so that those assumptions build in precisely what they
seek to explain.)
Thirdly, there seem to be real-life examples where systems are provably
isolated from their environment and yet display (what looks awfully like) irreversible behaviour. In the so-called spin-echo experiment, a system behaves for
an extended time just as the equations of irreversible dynamics predict — and
then a carefully tailored magnetic pulse physically performs the time reversal
operation, and the system smoothly returns to its initial state, demonstrating
in the process that it was isolated from its environment. So irreversibility (of
a kind) here seems to coexist with isolation. (For extensive discussion of the
spin-echo experiment and of this argument, including a response to the initial reaction that the experiment shows precisely that isolated systems do not display
irreversible behaviour, see Sklar (1993).)

4.1

The fundamental laws of physics are not time-reversalinvariant?

As I noted previously, it is generally said that contemporary physics is not invariant under time reversal, due to some subtle violations of time-reversal symmetry in the weak interaction between leptons and quarks. Occasionally (though
rarely seriously) one hears this proposed as an explanation of irreversibility in
macrophysics.
Problems abound. The interactions that violate time invariance are extremely weak, and there is no obvious mechanism by which they could lead to
the ubiquitous irreversibility we come across in macrophysics. But more fundamentally, even contemporary physics is invariant under the CPT symmetry
11 The question is under-explored in the philosophy literature (though arguably it is closely
tied to questions of realism vs anti-realism; it divides physicists, with the divide roughly
corresponding to the divide between Everettians and neo-operationalists; cf (Deutsch 1985)
Carroll (2010) for the former view, Peres (1993), Fuchs and Peres (2000) for the latter.
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(which, recall, reverses both spatial and temporal directions and replaces matter with antimatter). So if these exotica of the weak interaction are the cause
of irreversibility, we should expect antimatter to display time-reversed antithermodynamic behaviour. So far as we can tell, it doesn’t.12 In addition, this
strategy violates the construction constraint: physicists routinely construct irreversible macro-equations from models of the microphysics that are time-reversal
invariant (and, indeed, which make no commitment as to whether they govern
matter or antimatter). I conclude that the strategy is hopeless.
A more intereresting possibility arises from the foundations of quantum mechanics. Recall that in many textbook presentations of quantum mechanics —
and in Dirac’s (1930) and von Neumann’s (1955) original codifications of quantum mechanics — the collapse of the wave-function is taken as a literal, physical
process. This process is explicitly time-asymmetric; it might be said to define
a “quantum-mechanical arrow of time”. It is also physically highly unsatisfactory, since the point of collapse is defined in terms of higher-level concepts like
‘measurement’, ‘observation’, or even ‘consciousness’. (Indeed, the unsatisfactory nature of wave-function collapse is frequently taken as synonymous with
the quantum measurement problem; see Wallace (2011) for criticism of this.)
Most solutions to the quantum measurement problem (notably the Everett
interpretation and Bohm’s pilot-wave theory, in which the wave-function is physical but always evolves unitarily, and neo-operationalist or neo-Copenhagen approaches, in which it is not physical) do not assume a physical collapse. But
an alternative strategy is to accept collapse but to formulate it in a physically
satisfactory way: the so-called ‘dynamical collapse’ strategy. This amounts to
replacing the Schrödinger equation with a new dynamical equation that is neither reversible, nor time-symmetric nor recurrent. (The classic example, in the
non-relativistic regime, is the GRWP theory developed by Ghirardi, Rimini and
Weber (1986) and developed further by Pearle (1989); see Bassi and Ghirardi
(2003) for a review.) Both Penrose (1989) and Albert (2000) have proposed
such a link between dynamical collapse and the arrow of time.
From the perspective of this article, the most attractive feature of this strategy is that it amounts to a physical modification of the dynamics so as to
implement something like the Zwanzig projection: the kind of collapse mechanism needed to solve the quantum measurement problem pretty reliably ends
up implementing the kind of discard-correlations, remove-interference transformation that is made in the construction of irreversible macrodynamics. The
construction constraint is thus thoroughly satisfied.13
The downsides are three-fold. Firstly, there is no evidence at all that dy12 To

be sure, we don’t generally manufacture antimatter in the lab in large quantities.
But we do manufacture it in small quantities, and in those situations it obeys the normal
laws of radioactive decay; cosmologists and high-energy astrophysicists also need to consider
antimatter in bulk, and they make empirical predictions using the normal rules for constructing
irreversible laws.
13 I should note in passing that Prigogine (Prigogine (1984); see Bishop (2004) for philosophical discussion) has proposed modifying classical mechanics to achieve essentially the same
effect. I refrain from further discussion of this proposal due to a lack of clarity in how it helps
resolve the problems of quantum statistical mechanics.
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namical collapse occurs,14 and so far only very limited success in generalising
dynamical-collapse theory beyond the restricted regime of nonrelativistic particle mechanics (the state of the art is Tumulka (2006), which generalises the
GRWP theory to relativistic physics under the fairly draconian restriction that
there are no interactions). Secondly, the spin-echo objection made previously
applies here too: the spin-echo system seems to display thermodynamic behaviour but cannot have undergone any truly irreversible evolution. Thirdly,
the dynamical collapse has the same general form as the Zwanzig projection,
but this does not of itself guarantee that it can play the role of the Zwanzig
projection.

4.2

A need for special conditions?

Proposals to explain the arrow of time based on a particular initial state of the
universe have been espoused frequently in recent philosophy of physics (see, for
instance, Lebowitz (2007), Goldstein (2001), Callender (2009), Penrose (1994),
or Albert (2000)) and mostly take one particular form, which I will briefly
expound here. First, it is observed that for a typical macroscopic system, the
overwhelming majority of the volume of its state space corresponds to the same
macroscopic state of the system (this is provable in the case of an ideal gas,
highly plausible in the case of a weakly interacting gas, and open to debate in
general15 ). It is then proposed that, for rather generic forms of the dynamics
(those that are not “ridiculously special”, as Goldstein puts it), we should expect
the system’s to make its way into the set of equilibrium states and stay there
for a very long time (eventually it will recur, but only on timescales far longer
than those that are empirically relevant).
Now, this cannot be true universally, because of time reversal invariance.
But it can be true almost-universally: true, that is, for all but a very small minority of states (‘small’ with respect to some appropriate measure of state-space
volume, not with respect to cardinality). So advocates of this approach postulate some constraint on the state of the system. The most straightforward such
constraint is probabilistic: we can postulate that the microstate of the system is
drawn randomly from some appropriately smooth probability distribution over
all states compatible with the present macroscopic conditions of the system.
(These proposals are almost invariably made on the assumption that classical
physics holds, so I refer to probability distributions and not, more properly, to
possibly-mixed quantum states.)
There is a snag with this postulate, though. By time reversal invariance, if it
is sufficient to guarantee that the future evolution of the system will be towards
14 This is controversial. Advocates of dynamical collapse tend to claim that our observations
of macroscopic definiteness are themselves direct observational evidence of collapse. This
seems question-begging to me, but further discussion would take us beyond the scope of this
article.
15 It is explicilty false for an important class of systems — those with spontaneous symmetry
breaking (cf Binney et al (1992) or, for philosophical discussion, Reutsche (2011) or Batterman
(2001) — but it would be fairly straightforward to fix the account to avoid this problem.
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equilibrium, it is equally sufficient to guarantee that its past evolution is towards equilibrium: after all, the argument given above is itself invariant under
time reversal. This is solved by an additional postulate: that the macroparameters which describe the initial state of the universe (or at any rate some
very early state) correspond to some particular, far-from-equilibrium state — a
‘low-entropy’ state in the jargon of statistical mechanics (where ‘entropy’ refers
to Boltzmann entropy, a measure of the state-space volume of microstates compatible with a given macrostate). This postulate is generally called the past
hypothesis (following Albert); here I call it the Low-Entropy Past Hypothesis,
or LEPH.
Given the LEPH, the probability postulate needs to be reformulated in one
of two equivalent ways:
1. The probability distribution over microstates appropriate for the present
time is some appropriately smooth distribution over all microstates, conditionalised both on the present-day macro-state and on the LEPH.
2. The probability distribution over microscates appropriate for the initial
state of the Universe is some appropriately smooth distribution over all
microstates, conditionalised on the LEPH.
The second is, in my view, conceptually preferable, as it makes clear that we
are imposing two independent conditions on the initial state of the universe:
one on its macrostate (the LEPH), one on its microstate (that it be given by
a reasonably-smooth probability distribution over microstates compatible with
some macrostate or other). Call this latter hypothesis the smooth past hypothesis, or SPH (following Wallace (2010), ‘S’ could also stand for ‘simple’). The
Past Hypothesis strategy, then, consists of LEPH+SPH, with LEPH receiving
most of the attention in discussion (and most of the criticism; see, in particular,
Earman (2006)).
Does it work? As stated, it seems to violate the construction constraint: it
gives a rather qualitative argument that systems must evolve to equilibrium,
without providing an underpinning for the equations that actually govern that
evolution (and which, in some cases, tell us that the evolution of the system will
not in fact go to equilibrium, or not for an extremely long time). But this is
too quick: there are, in fact, good technical reasons to think that if SPH holds
at some time t0 , the evolution of the system’s relevant degrees of freedom at
subsequent times t > t0 such that |t < t0 | is much less than the recurrence time
will satisfy the equations constructed by the Zwanzig method, This seems to be
exactly what the Past Hypothesis strategy requires. (For details, see Wallace
(2010) or Zeh (2007).) Of course, if this is correct, then parity of reasoning tells
us the time reverse of the macro-equations will hold at times t < t0 . But since
in the Past Hypothesis strategy we choose t0 to be the time of the begiinning
of the Universe, this does not in fact lead to problems (at least within classical
cosmology.16 )
16 For (speculative) discussion of extending thermodynamics and statistical mechanics before
the Big Bang, see Carroll (2010).
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But notice that the LEPH component of the Past Hypothesis strategy does
no work whatsoever in this accoun, and so apparently can be dropped entirely.
The Past Hypothesis strategy reduces to a condition on the micro-level structure of the initial state of the Universe. (For a more extended version of this
argument, see Wallace (2010).)
Before moving on, I should mention that the status of any initial condition
requirement (contingent fact? physical law? something else?) is unclear and
controversial. For opposing views, see Callender (2004) and Price (2004).

5

The qualitative arrows revisited

The discussion in the previous section dealt almost exclusively with the quantitative arrows of time: the relation between time-irreversible dynamics at one
scale and time-reversible dynamics at another. Let us now return to qualitative
distinctions in physics between past and future.

5.1

The thermodynamic arrow

As I noted previously, the most important such distinctions — certainly those
most discussed — are induced by thermodynamics: the tendency of systems to
go to equilibrium states and stay there, the irreversible constraints on which
operations on such states are permitted. Indeed, my account of the arrow of
time is somewhat anomalous in the literature: most discussions try to account
directly for the asymmetries of equilibrium thermodynamics, without much digression into, or appeal to, the details of non-equilibrium physics. (Perhaps
most famously, the old idea of ergodicity, along with many modern variants, is
often appealed to for this purpose; see, e.g.,Malament and Zabell (1980) and
Frigg and Werndl (2011).)
This is, I think, a mistake. We (that is: physicists) have a very good, quantitative, detailed understanding of how, when and if a given system evolves to
equilibrium, applicable to a wide variety of systems ranging from thermonuclear reactions through to the mixing of gases or the cooling of hot bodies.17
To be sure, there are deep philosophical problems involved in understanding
how the myriad models and equations used in this analysis — this has been the
main topic of my discussion so far. But given a solution to those problems, the
asymmetries of thermodynamics do not obviously pose additional philosophical
conundra: they emerge, rather, as dynamical consequences of the quantitative
equations that govern the macro-world. Conversely, though, it is not obvious
that a general argument that a given system must at some point reach equilibrium will help us understand the microphysical underpinnings of the actual
models that govern its rate of approach to equilibrium.
17 Lest there be doubt, I am not claiming that we have such a quantitative understanding
in all or even most cases. But the field is marked by steady progress.
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5.2

The computational arrow

There is a longstanding tradition in physics of claiming that certain computation
processes — in particular (in contemporary accounts) the erasure of memory —
are necessarily aligned with the thermodynamica arrow of time. This tradition
has come under sustained attack by philosophers of physics in the last decade —
notable criticisms include Earman and Norton (1998, 1999), Norton (2005), and
Maroney (2005, 2010); relevant defences include Bub (2002), Bennett (2003),
and Ladyman, Presnell, Short, and Groisman (2007) — but the details quickly
get technical and lie beyond the scope of this article. (For an anthology of classic
readings on the subject in the physics literature, see Leff and Rex (2002).)

5.3

The singularity arrow

For a less-frequently discussed example of a qualitative constraint, consider the
singularity structure of the universe according to general relativity (readers unfamiliar with general relativity may wish to skip this paragraph). We seem to
live in a universe with many final singularities (formed within black holes) but
only one initial singularity (the Big Bang). Were this not to be the case, there
would be general failures of determinism in cosmology, because subsequent initial singularities would require new data to be specified in some way that GR
does not constrain. Hawking’s “cosmic censorship principle” elevates this quasiempirical observation to a general principle: such subsequent initial singularities
must either fail to exist or at any rate must be sealed within event horizons.
But this is explicitly time asymmetric; from the time-reversed point of view, the
final singularities within black holes become naked initial singularities, and each
time-reversed black hole becomes a new failure point for determinism. (For further discussion, see Earman (1995) on singularities in general, or Penrose (1989)
on their implications for time reversal symmetry.)
Having said this, the actual processes by which black holes form in our universe seem reasonably clear — albeit our analysis of these processes rely crucially
on a variety of time-asymmetric quantitative equations of the macro-world —
and it is not as if there are plausible dynamical processes by which naked singularities could form. So it might well be that a solution to the problem of time in
quantitative macrophysics might also help here. But the topic is murky — and
made more so by the links between black holes and thermodynamic entropy,
links which remain tantalizing but little-understood.18

5.4

The quantum-mechanical arrow of time

Although the normal dynamical equations of quantum theory respect time reversal invariance, the notorious “collapse of the wave-function” on measurement
18 The canonical papers are Bekenstein (1973) and Hawking (1976); for philosophical discussion, see Curiel and Bokulich (2009) and references therein. See also Penrose (1989) for deep
— but speculative — proposals connecting black hole entropy with the arrow of time (and
the quantum measurement problem, and the problem of quantum gravity, and the mind-body
problem).
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does not. This prima facie suggests that quantum measurements define an additional arrow of time. Whether this is actually the case depends on ones preferred
solution to the measurement problem:
• In no-collapse approaches, like the Everett interpretation19 or the de
Broglie-Bohm theory,20 the underlying dynamics remains time-reversal
invariant, and “wave-function collapse” is an effective, macro-level process, the irreversibility of which is just a special case of the dynamical
irreversibilities we have already considered.
• In dynamical-collapse approaches, like the already-mentioned GRWP theory, collapse is a fundamental physical process which breaks time-reversal
invariance by fiat. As we have already seen, there is some prospect that
this fundamental irreversibility could ground other irreversibilities.
• In the traditional Copenhagen interpretation, and its various modern successors, external concepts like ‘observation’ or ‘measurement’ play an irreducible role in quantum theory and cannot be analysed in terms of closed
physical processes; in these approaches, therefore, it is not really possible
to discuss the arrow of time in a non-question-begging way.

5.5

The cosmological arrow

Sometimes one can get carried away in looking for arrows of time. The universe
is expanding, right? So it’s bigger in the future than in the past, right? So there
must be an asymmetry between past and future in cosmology!
Well, yes. But there is not anything obviously mysterious about it per se.
General relativity — itself a perfectly time-symmetric theory — predicts that
cosmological solutions to its equations have the form of expansion from an initial
singularity — possibly followed by collapse back to a final singularity, possibly
— and, so current data suggests, actually) — proceeding indefinitely. In the
latter case there is no obvious problem to explain. Even in the latter case, it’s
fairly easy to come up with anthropic grounds to expect that we live in the
expanding phase, rather than the contracting phase; it’s also not clear that this
is the kind of thing that needs explanation.
Having said all this, the time reverse of expansion is contraction, so it is
reasonable to ask why we describe the current state of affairs as an expansion
rather than a contraction. The most direct answer would be in terms of our
perceptions and memories — but therefore lies outside the scope of this article. Internally to physics, though, we can ask why the “cosmological arrow”
is aligned as it is with the arrow defined by thermodynamics and by the irreversible equations of macrophysics. Put another way, why is the direction of
time defined by the approach to equilibrium the same as the direction defined
by the expansion of the Universe?
19 Everett (1957); see Wallace (2012) or Saunders, Barrett, Kent, and Wallace (2010) for
discussion.
20 Bohm (1952); see Cushing, Fine, and Goldstein (1996) for discussion.
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The answer will depend on our preferred understanding of the arrow of time
in quantitative macrophysics. But at least for the solutions which postulate a
particular boundary condition — macro or micro — there is no deep puzzle. If
the Universe expands forever, then (presumably) there is only one end at which
to impose that boundary condition. Even if it re-contracts, we have to impose
it at one end or another, and the aforementioned anthropic considerations give
us fairly good reason (mostly to do with how long stars shine for) to expect to
be in the period of the Universe’s history when systems go to equilibrium in the
expansion direction rather than the contraction direction.

5.6

The “arrow of increasing entropy”

Entropy is, loosely, a measure of (microscopic) disorder; more precisely, it is a
quantity defined in both thermodynamics and in the quantitative equations of
statistical physics. Each of these theories has as a central result that entropy
is non-decreasing over time; indeed, the claim that entropy never goes down
— often called the second law of thermodynamics 21 — is sometimes taken as
defining the thermodynamic arrow of time.
That might suggest that there is no residual arrow of entropy over and above
that given by any successful explanation of thermodynamics. But thermodynamics predicts only that entropy does not go down: it — and the irreversible
dynamics that governs approach to equilibrium — are entirely compatible with
the idea that the Universe just started off in a state of maximal entropy, and
stayed there.22 In fact, the entropy of the early Universe was far lower than its
present-day value, so that a robust direction of time is defined by the direction
of increasing entropy.
It has been argued that this fact stands in need of explanation. But it is
unclear whether this is so, and it is further unclear whether there is any special
fact about the low entropy initial state of the universe — as opposed to any of
a number of other facts about the early universe, such as its geometry, or its
admixture of particles and antiparticles — which creates a particular puzzle.
Arguments that there is something special about the low entropy of the early
universe generally turn on the idea that “almost all” possible initial conditions
have very high entropy. Penrose (1989) uses a vivid analogy: if God chose
the initial state of the Universe by throwing a dart at random into the space
of initial conditions, it would be stupendously unlikely that he would pick the
actual, low-entropy, initial condition. Penrose (and others) have suggested that
some new physics is required to make sense of the mystery.
Now, there are continuum many initial conditions, so this sort of objection
only makes sense with respect to some kind of probability measure over the space
of conditions — and it’s not clear what would justify a particular measure. But
more importantly, why should any measure have any particular significance?
21 Often,

but inaccurately; see Uffink (2001).
theories of classical cosmology are not so compatible — they don’t have non-trivial
time-invariant solutions. This seems to create another problem for this idea, one not often
discussed (though see (Earman 2006)).
22 Our
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To put the matter crudely: yes, the “God threw a dart into the space of initial
conditions” theory, absent new physics, looks incompatible with the data. But
that particular account of Creation didn’t look all that impressive in any case.

6

Epilogue

If there is a general moral to this article, it is that we do best to approach the
problems of the arrows of time in physics in small steps and with attention to
the detail. It is tempting to set the problem up directly as a conflict between
our microphysics and thermodynamics — or even as a conflict between our
microphysics and our observations. Put that way, it can easily seem as if the
problem is insurmountable. But in the first instance the problem shows up
as an incompatibility between certain equations of macrophysics and the very
pieces of microphysics that are used to construct them. If we cannot understand
that apparent inconsistency, there is no hope of understanding contemporary
physical practice; conversely, if we can understand it then we approach other
problems of time asymmetry in physics with the inestimably useful tool of timeasymmetric dynamical equations, whose own time asymmetry is (ex hypothesi)
understood.
I promised an article focussed exclusively upon physics, but I will bend that
promise in this final paragraph, to suggest that something of the same moral
might be applicable to our attempts to ground some of the more “philosophical” asymmetries — inference, prediction, memory, control, causation, and so
forth. It’s tempting to assume that such attempts (insofar as they attempt to be
naturalistic) should work inside a framework of time-symmetric physics, and to
ground the target asymmetry in some asymmetry of boundary conditions. But
if we can understand why our world is describable in terms of (admittedly nonfundamental) time-asymmetric physics, we have access to a major resource to
use in giving a grounding to the philosophical asymmetry in question. Granted,
no metaphysically fundamental account will be possible this way. But metaphysical fundamentality is overrated: for many purposes, an account that is at
the level of emergent, macro-level physics ought to do everything we need of it.
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